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Tradition
A magnificient natural setting
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l Gargantón estate, situated in the foothills
of the Montes de Toledo, has belonged to the
Pérez- Andújar family since 1950.
In historic hunting literature, it features as an emblematic
game reserve.

An intensive activity in livestock, agriculture, forestry and
game development has been pursued, while always seeking
excellence in each field.

Given the carefully planned maintenance of the shooting
grounds, tracks and fire-breaks, every type of shooting can
be pursued within the estate’s 6.000 hectares: traditional
monterías, smaller groups or driven game, night watches
for wild boar or stalking.

Everything is prepared and looked after to provide
memorable shooting days.

The Estate
6.000 hectares in the heart of La Mancha
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he game reserve known as El Gargantón
comprises 6.000 hectares and is surrounded
by some of the most popular hunting estates
in Spain.

Different size closed areas allowes hunting for groups from
8 to 30 according to type of shooting pursued.
There are different open shooting grounds “manchas”
designated for traditional Monterías.

Accommodation

The main house and side bungalows can sleep up to 20
guests in an agreeable family atmosphere in which the best
local food and fine wines can be enjoyed.

“Montería”
A uniquely traditional Spanish type of shoot
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he Montería is a uniquely traditional
Spanish type of shoot, the origins of which
go back hundreds of years.
After a sustaining hunting breakfast, lots are drawn for
the 25 to 40 pegs, positioned in strategic lines some
200 metres apart on the selected shooting ground,
named ” mancha” of around 200 to 500 hectares.

The ”rehalas” of around 20 dogs each, with their
handlers drive the stags and wild boars through the
bushes towards the guns. The shoot lasts 3 or 4 hours
after which, the keepers search and collect the shot
animals to be displayed for the guns.
A traditional meal is served in the hunting pavilion that
can fit up to 80 people.

6.000 hectares
for hunting memories

Big Game Hunting
very year several medals are shot on the estate.
Our hunting alternatives are:
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Traditional Monteria for groups of 20 to 30 hunters.

Open areas of up to 500 hectares assure successful results in
scenic and both success and most traditional surrounding.
Fenced hunting areas of different sizes for smaller groups.
Smaller fenced areas with a higher density of game ensures
numerous shot opportunities for every participant.
Wild boar at night.
There are over 30 tower sited at strategic points which offer
a wonderful night hunting experience.
Stalking
Red deer, mouflon, wild boar or roe deer can be stalked in their
natural habitats with the advice of experienced game keepers.
The main house welcomes small groups for a comfortable stay
in a relax and distinguish atmosphere.
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Gallery
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Other activities
In addition to shooting there is reservoir fish
for Black Bass, hiking, clay pigeon shooting,
4x4 circuit, bird watching, or the chance to
visit during the deer rutting season.
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Shooting

Location

Airport

Carretera Piedrabuena a Navalpino km 10
13100 - Piedrabuena, Ciudad Real

Madrid
AVE
Train

GPS coordinates:
X 0388939 – Y 4325026
Octavio Pérez-Andújar
M: (+34) 670 781 897
@: opa@elgarganton.com

A-42

Trekking

Experience the rut

Toledo

Cabañeros National Park

Consuegra and its famous wind mills

Cabañeros
National P ark

Almadén and its historic mines

The route of the Templar castles
Distances to El Gargantón
Madrid: 200 Km.

N-401

CM-403

Navalpino
CR-721

Km. 10

EL GARGANTON

AVE - Ciudad Real: 35 Km.
Toledo: 125 Km.
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Events

Piedrabuena

Ciudad Real

Octavio Pérez-Andújar M: (+34) 670 781 897 @: opa@elgarganton.es
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